
AffirmID 

Installation Guide 
 

Initial Installation:  
 
Installing AffirmId is not unlike installing most other consumer Apps. For Android and iOS users installing from the 
store, simply search for AffirmId, select to Install, and follow the installation instructions. For Android users 
installing from a private link, download the App to the phones /Download folder. Navigate to that folder and tap 
the *.apk file. Sorry iOS user’s, there is no installation option outside the Apple store. 

 

Setup and Registering: 
 
On first launch you are directed to the Biometric PIN keypad to setup your BioPIN. BioPIN is like a PIN but much 
more secure. Use the specialized keypad to create your BioPIN much the way you would a PIN. Your entry 
becomes you BioPIN that should not be revealed or shared with anyone. Only you and AffirmId knows it.   
 
The BioPIN is any combination of 3 to 16 tiles. Normally a 3- or 4-tile BioPIN is suitable although you instructed to 
use of longer sequences. Pick an easy to remember tile sequence entering it the way you would normally enter any 
text on your phone. The biometrics produced by your tile selections are combined with tile coordinates to create 
an extremely strong impossible to brute force defeat BioPIN. Timing is a component of biometrics thus giving rise 
to the “double tap”. A BioPIN such as 1 + 2 + 3 is rather simple and easy to discover. But the same sequence 
entered as 1 + double tap 2 + 3 becomes impossible to discover as the double tap adds an additional biometric 
time component.  

 

Configuration: 
 
Using the biometrics of behavioral traits for identification is great, much better than credentials but, the 
biometrics need to be learned before they can be used. For AffirmID learning is a repetitive process to build a base 
of knowledge from which identity recognition can occur. The time required to complete initial learning varies but 
can be as short as 2 days. Recognizing behavioral traits can change, AffirmID continues learning so long as its 
installed and running on a phone.  
 
During the initial learning period you can use your phone and AffirmID as you wish. A small indicator on the BioPIN 
keypad turns from Red to Green once AffirmID is satisfied initial learning has been reached. While Red it is 
important you not let others use your phone as the biometrics of their behavioral traits will contaminate the base 
of knowledge. Once Green you can allow others use of your phone as you see fit. 
 
BioPIN is like the PIN used by authenticators, it is required to gain access. Unlike other PINs its assured no else can 
gain access even if they know your BioPIN.    
 

App Registration: 
 
Before use AffirmId must be registered. Registration is a benefit in as much as it provides you a way to request 
support when needed and to receive notifications when there is an update available for installation. In the Ready 
state tap Options in the upper right corner + Settings + App Registration. Fill in your email address and phone 
number and click Send. 

 



 
 
  
 
 
  



  
  



 


